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Section 1
 Placing Community at the Centre of Well-Being 

Learning about Rights and Entitlements    

Session Objective: 

?This session is aimed at enhancing the trainer's understanding about the rights 

of the beneficiaries. 

Methodology: 

Time: 

Open Discussion, Q and A

2 hrs

Cue to Facilitator: 

We all have rights. 

Our rights are what every human being deserves, no matter who they are or where they 
live, so that we can live in a world that is fair and just.

Can you describe a few 'rights'?

Let participants share and based on that prepare a list of 'rights' applicable to all.

The list would look like this:

Everyone has the right to have:
safety
education
homeshelter (somewhere to live)
food
clothing
personal space
freedom of speech
to be different
to feel comfortable
equal opportunities (given the chance to be what you want to be whether you are rich or 
poor, whatever religion or race).
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Once the list is done, ask the participants – 

Let the participants reflect for some time.

While the above rights are applicable to all, as a scheme beneficiary, we have some distinct 
rights and a lack of knowledge hampers our efforts to get access to a scheme. 

Ask the participants to reflect on one illustrative example as to what are the rights of 
beneficiaries? Who are the beneficiaries? 

As beneficiary of a scheme, does one have some unique rights? Are these different from 
the ones listed here?

Then share the following case study and voices

Case Study 1:  

“If you ask me about schemes which I would like to access and the services, then I would say 
that I need Ration card, Education to my children and protection from my drunken husband. 
But I have applied for a ration card many a times and still not got it. I have no proper documents 
and I migrate here and there for work”- Sabiya

“We as vulnerable women have faced stigma and discrimination. We really did not know that 
accessing these schemes and getting protection are our rights.”- Veeramma

 

Nagamani is a middle aged illiterate woman from Anantapur whose husband died when she 
was quite young. She was left with no money to feed herself and had no shelter after her 
husband's death. She started living with her brother. There, she was ill treated by all relatives, 
was not given food properly and was made to do a lot of work.  She constantly thought of 
escaping this servitude and longed for a better and peaceful life. She was not aware of schemes 
like Pension, nor of even Aadhar or Ration card

In the light of the case study, let the participants discuss the following:

What are the factors that make Nagmani vulnerable? List those out

that she was single, illiterate, poor..
she had absolutely no support from anyone….
she had to depend on brother's family….

What would have improved her situation?  

Information on government schemes such as Pension would have helped her
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Based on the case study, let participants list down the various rights that she could not 
exercise 

Show participants the following factors that discourage the beneficiaries from applying 
to any scheme?

Are these statements appropriate? 

She has a right to get support  (from the Government)
She has a right to access all information related to the schemes applicable to her
She has a right to apply for those scheme/s
She has a right to demand information on the status of her application for those 
schemes
She has a right to be heard and seek redress 
She has a right to get the scheme benefits delivered to her as soon as possible

We lack information? How do I get it?
I do not know who to go to for help or trust. 
I feel I will never be treated with trust 
I do not know what my entitlements are?
Do I have any rights?
If I don't know my rights whom can I turn for redress?
My half knowledge information not helping me to get entitle rather keep myself do 
nothing. 
Should we get accepted by officials when we required scheme information?
Many time I lost support due to my myths and miscommunication

Have you experienced any such incident in which you feel any or some of the above 
statements were found to be true. Take some examples from participants which prove the 
necessity of being informed about their rights as a beneficiary.
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Tracing the Collective Journey of getting recognized as rightful beneficiaries 

“Learning to Assert My Rights as Beneficiary”
 
Vijaya Kumari, 28, is HIV positive and has two children. She is on ART drugs. She has enrolled for 
Widow Pension Scheme and since she is HIV positive, also applied for ART Pension. Thus, she was 
getting benefited from both the schemes and this made her life a bit easy.  

However, one day, her Widow Pension got discontinued. She decided to meet the officials to 
know of the reason for discontinuance of Widow Pension. Nobody entertained her queries 
initially. However, she persisted with her efforts and finally one official told her that she was 
eligible for only one Pension scheme among the two. This was not true. An HIV positive person 
who is using ART drugs can get the ART Pension even if he/she is already getting benefited from 
any other Pension scheme. Unfortutanely, Vijaya Kumari did not know of this and kept quiet. 

After attending a meeting conducted by the SSAAT (Social Audit) Department at the Single 
Window in Ananthapur, she understood that she was eligible for both the Pension schemes. Her 
not knowing about her right to get both Pensions deprived her of the Pension for six months. 
Immediately she met the concerned official along with the Community Coordinator of the Single 
Window and submitted a written complaint where she demanded the Widow Pension as a right. 
The official processed her file immediately and within a month she started receiving the Widow 
Pension as well.

Present the story of Vijaya Kumari 

Initiate the following Group Work

Explore: Assume that if they had the required information how did they deal with other 
challenges?

Divide the participants into smaller groups of 3-4 each. Let the participants re-cap their 
experience of:

1. Reaching out to providers seeking information
2. Attitude of officials
3. Level of trust and respect they got or did not get
4. Quality of Response

Let the participants analyze the case study. Then let them compare it with their experience 
so that they bring out the challenges they faced. 

Ask the groups to present a summary of what they discussed. 

Draw some key learnings from the session
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Some questions that strengthen the rights of the beneficiary

1. Q: I am living with HIV for almost 6 years now. But the department has stopped my ART 
Pension saying that I am getting a Widow Pension. Recently the Widow Pension also got 
stopped and I went to the department, they said they have no information.

A: If you are a PLHIV and on ART, you should get the ART Pension. Even if you are getting any 
other Pension, the department cannot stop your ART Pension. It is your right to access both the 
Pension schemes. You can write to the ADM&HO of the district or write to the District Collector 
and submit your complaint at the Grievance Cell. If there is no response from the district officials, 
we can always use the RTI to get the information and status of the complaint. 

2. Q: I have tried admitting my physically challenged child in the school. But I could not 
succeed as I had no idea what documents were required. What kind of documents we need 
to furnish for admission in the School for Special Children? He did not get the Disability 
Pension as well.

A: The RTE Act says that every child has the right to get education and you can admit your child in 
any school. Children who have special education needs can join special schools where the 
government is providing special services and curriculum for them. All that we need to get is a 
certificate of disability for the child. If there is any issue we can always approach the Sarva 
Shiksha Abhiyaan or District Education officer or even the District Collector.

The child can be enrolled for Pension once we get the disability certificate. The certificate can be 
accessed free of cost. Do not give bribe to any middleman. Once we get the certificate and based 
on the percentage of disability, the child would get Pension. 

3. Q: Most of our community members are either migrants or don't stay at one particular 
address. But when we want to apply for Aadhar, they ask us address proof and unless we 
submit it we don't get the Aadhar card. If there is no Aadhar then we cannot get ration card 
and get admission in the school or cannot open a bank account. 

A: Yes Aadhar has become an important document required to access and apply for any other 
scheme. Aadhar is one universal entitlement which everyone has the right to get. 

In cases where an applicant cannot produce appropriate address proof, we can always approach 
the CBO and get a letter stating that you are a registered member of the CBO. If you are a SHG 
member living in a village, the village Sarpanch can provide you a letter that you are staying at a 
particular address.

Frequently Asked Questions: 
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4. Q: Most of our community members are single women and they do not have any divorce or 
separation certificates from their husbands. They never obtain death certificate at the time 
of the death of their husbands. How do we then get the Single Women Pension? What kind of 
document proof is required for it?

A: In these cases we need to remember that if a woman has been separated and not living with her 
husband for more than 7 years, then the village Panchayat can give a certificate attesting the 
same or any lawyer/notary can provide an affidavit about the separation. With these certificates, 
we can apply for Pension. In some states and districts, the District Legal Services Authority is also 
willing to adopt a legal process, put out a public notice about the separation for a month and if no 
one comes forward to refute the claim being made, then the DLSA issues a certificate in this 
regard.     

5. Q: We face stigma and discrimination from the providers. Not always the officials would be 
ready to listen to us. In many cases we need to depend on other people in the office for 
helping us. They might even demand money or any other favor from us. How can we 
overcome these issues?

A:  Yes most of us have faced such issues. However, we need to understand that all schemes of the 
government are meant for any person who is eligible for it. Accessing these schemes is our right. 
But to apply, we need to conform to all requirements and prerequisites of the scheme. We need to 
have all information on the scheme and the required documents. If we have these, no one can 
actually reject or deny our applications. 

We need to adopt a proper channel to approach the officials – either through a collective; or 
through a platform of Convergence. Under Convergence, we can address all these grievances and 
can work towards creating a common understanding between the user and the provider.
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Reading Materials 

Report “Community-led Quantitative and Qualitative Assessment on Access to Key Schemes 
and Programs: First Step to Social Audit-East Godavari”, June 2013 (Pages 24-31; 39-45 and 54-
60)

Report “Campaign Launch on Strengthening Legal Protection and Entitlements for Survivors 
of Violence from Sex Workers and Sexual Minority”, 23rd December 2014, Ananthapur  (Pages 
2-6) 

 All Reports are available in Telugu; whoever requires detailed report will be provided
1
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SECTION II: 

Achieving Social Empowerment through Knowledge     

Strengthening Capacity to Impart Information and 
Knowledge on Social Entitlements   

In order to use the Convergent platform of a Single Window, we first need to strengthen the 
information base of the community on schemes, programmes and services that they can access. This 
session demonstrates how a scheme education module can be conducted with the community 
beneficiaries. 

Session Objective: 

Methodology: 

Time: 

To train the facilitator on how to impart in depth information on schemes, enable the 
community participants to study the scheme in detail, understand the intent, thrust, scope, 
design and architecture of a scheme.

Open Discussion, Q and A

How do you do it?

They may share the following:

GET TO KNOW THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCHEME

Take any scheme for an exercise with the participants. 

For instance let us explore the session with Educational Schemes

To begin with ask the participants some common concerns around Education. 

“We cannot afford to provide education to our children. It is expensive these days and we 
are economically very weak and cannot afford.”

“Government schools do not provide quality education. The school staff and the 
administration do not bother about quality.”

UNDERSTANDING SCHEME INTENT, THRUST AND DESIGN
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“I am not sure of admitting my child to any hostel and school. Education is only for upper and 
middle class people not for poor people like us.” 

“How can I look after my family if my child is in school? We all need to work to earn our bread 
and butter.”

“There is discrimination in the name of caste, religion and mother's profession. My child is 
scared to go to school.”

Take participants' response on the following:
 

Do you think Education is compulsory for children below 14 years?

How many of us know that accessing education is a right and the program is universal?

What do you think is the Government's role in promoting education and ensuring that 
every child gets the opportunity to go to school?

Right to Education Act (RTE), 2009 clearly stipulates that education is an universal 
entitlement; all children of this country have the right to get free and compulsory education 
till the age of 14. 

Every child has the right to: 

Free & compulsory education

No school fees, charges or expenses are to be paid by a child to get elementary education.

The child or his parents are not to be subjected to any screening procedure for admission 
to school.

When a child of above six years has not been admitted to any school or, if admitted, is 
unable to continue studies, that child shall be admitted to a class appropriate to his age. He 
will be also given special training (minimum of 3months; maximum 2 years) to bring him at 
par with his class. He can continue beyond 14years in order to complete elementary 
education.

If a school does not provide facility to complete elementary education then a child of that 
school can take a transfer to any other government (govt.) or government-aided school.

Each child is also entitled to free text books, writing material and uniform

In the light of the above concerns, deliberate on the Right to Education Act. 

In the light of the above discussions, introduce the Right to Education Act and explain the 
following:

What does the Act say?
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Revisit the concerns expressed by participants in the light of these provisions. 

Using the discussions, the facilitator should evolve a shared understanding on the 
Constitutional framework that obliges the State to provide free education to all children.

Then, go beyond the Constitutional framework and deepen the understanding of the 
participants on all schemes the governments are implementing to ensure that education 
becomes a universal entitlement 

What are these Schemes?

The following information can be shared with regards to the RTE:

Model Schools:  This scheme is implemented by the Education Department to provide quality 
English medium education with no fees or charges involved. Admissions are based on merit 
and the selection is through lottery system

Kasthurba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV): Undertaken by Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, this 
particular scheme is to provide residential educational facilities to the poor, semi orphan, 
orphan and rescued girl children. The KGBVs are residential schools where education, hostel, 
food and other activities are provided free

Urban Residential Hostel:  This scheme is implemented by Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan (SSA) and 
provides hotel and education facilities to boys who are vulnerable and poor

Hostels run by Social Welfare, B.C Welfare, Tribal Welfare: Separately for boy and girls who 
are into schools and colleges

Hostels by Minority Welfare: Scheme for poor children from minority groups implemented by 
the Department of Minority Welfare

Exercise:

Ask the participants what scheme/s, facilities they would like to access for their children? 

1.    Safe and free hostel facilities for their children

2.    Free and quality education 

3.    Scholarship and other support for higher education

4.    Vocational and skill development courses 

Ask the participants to list their requirements and accordingly choose the scheme. Take 
some responses from the participants and then move on to the next exercise.
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Exercise: 

Discuss with the participants about what action Anitha should take? Let 
participants respond for a while. Then share how Anitha addressed the 
problem.

What is the most critical step in the above? 

Case Study: Anitha, Kalyanadurgam 

Anitha is a single mother who stays with her son in a village near Kalyanadurgam.  In 2014, her 
son discontinued his studies due to financial issues. Anitha could not send him back to school.  
She always wanted to send him to a good school but could not do it. Her financial situation also 
started worsening and she had no clue what to do. Then she have approached a government 
school which also had a residential hostel facility But they told her that unless she brings his 
father and a transfer certificate from the previous school plus documents like residential proof 
and Aadhar, she cannot admit her child. She did not know what to do.

 
1.  Santhi, Community Coordinator from the Single Window once visited Anitha's village and 
had a meeting with all the women there. She explained about the different education schemes 
available from the government of Andhra Pradesh and the enrollment criteria.  

2.  Anitha wanted to know more about the education schemes and went to the Single Window 
office in the same month. She participated in a convergence meeting that was being 
conducted with all the government officials at the Single Window. There, Anitha got an 
opportunity to interact with the SSA official and explain her predicament. The official guided 
Anitha and accordingly she decided to admit her son in KGBV. Santhi, the Community 
Coordinator explained the benefits of the scheme and the kind of documents needed to apply.

3.  At the KGBV, she was asked to produce certain documents which she did not have. She met 
Santhi again who helped her in getting those from the mee –seva kendra

Let participants respond for a while, then share:

The most important step is that of seeking and obtaining right and complete information 
about the scheme you wish to apply for. 

Thus it is imperative to study the scheme in detail.

To reinforce this further, the trainer can pick any one scheme and strengthen their education in 
an interactive way. 
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For example: Admission to Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalay (KGBV) school

Explain: 

Documents required are: 

The Scheme provides: 

What does the scheme say about aim, scope and eligibility for getting admitted in these 
schools? 

 
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) is a scheme launched, for setting up residential 
schools for girls at upper primary level belonging to the SC, ST, OBC and minority communities. 
This scheme is being implemented across the state especially where the female literacy is 
below the national average and gender gap in literacy is above the national average. The 
scheme provides for a minimum reservation of 75% of the seats for girls belonging to SC, ST, 
OBC or minority communities and priority for the remaining 25%, to girls from families below 
poverty line.

1) Caste and Income certificate; 

2) Residential Proof such as Ration Card; 

3) Identity proof such as Aadhar Number or School leaving certificate

1) Residential Schooling 

2) Vocational Training 

3) Medical Facilities 

4) Free text books and Uniform

The next section explains how Community Platforms such as Single Window can shape the 
implementation of a scheme
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SECTION III: 

Organizational and Human Resource Development     

Honing the Skills and Capacity to Manage the Single 
Window

Session Objective: 

Methodology: 

Time: 

Case study, Open Discussion, Group Work and Q and A

To impart a practical and hands on training to the community facilitators for managing a 
Single Window

Facilitating the Process of Scheme Implementation 

Role Play: A meeting in progress at the Community level where information on Ration card is 
being shared and at this stage the information is very basic. The next day, a few women, 
seemingly prepared, go to the ration card office and meet one of the clerks. The clerk talks to 
them and hands over some forms to be filled. The women return to his desk after filling the 
form. The officer gets irritated as the form is not filled correctly. This puts him off all the more. 
He asks for some documents - ID and residence proof. The women produce pan card as ID and 
show electricity bill which is on their land lord's name. The clerk gets further annoyed and 
spikes their form. His behaviour all this while is also very rude and feeling intimidated, the 
women return.

Start the session with a Role Play

Discuss the following with the participants

What do you think happened in the role play?

Were the women prepared fully?

Why was the official in charge annoyed? 

How do we deal with such situations?

Let the participants share some solutions to the situation depicted above. 
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Then share the following:

How do we bring the providers and the beneficiary face to face?

Share the following testimony from a community beneficiary:

Discuss the testimony with the participants and take some feedback on what they have 
learnt from it. Divide the participants into groups and ask them to do a listing of what steps 
they will take to do a similar initiative in their district.

As community facilitators, the first critical step is to thoroughly understand the scheme details. 
These include:

1.   Knowing the aim of and benefit guaranteed under the scheme

2.   Eligibility criteria 

3.   Proof of eligibility

4.  Process of securing the scheme- whom to approach, who to apply to, what forms to be filled, 
etc 

The information should be correct and provided in such a way the beneficiary is also motivated 
and becomes ready for the next step as well – i.e. of applying for the scheme.

Having done that, the beneficiary and the provider need to be brought on the same platform so 
that they both strengthen their understanding of each other and the scheme.

Organise a meeting at the Single Window wherein on specific schemes, you invite 
officials from the concerned department and mobilise the community to participate as 
well.

Let the community tell what they know about the scheme and their expectations from it.

Let the officials respond and clarify their stand on the issue-

Remove all possible misinformation on both sides; build trust

In such meetings, the entitlement seekers and the provider come face to face.

The former presents its concerns pertaining to proof or eligibility and documents 
required to be furnished and other issues.

The provider not only listens to it, but also gets sensitized and ready to address such 
bottlenecks.

I lost my husband 2 years back. I was somehow making a living for myself by working as 
domestic help. Then one day I attended a camp. The camp was on Pension Scheme and a 
government officer gave all information. He also exhorted all those eligible to come forward 
and apply for the scheme. I wanted to access the Pension scheme and had no income certificate 
to produce.  At the camp, I raised the issue with the officer. The zonal officer helped me right 
from filling the form to arranging all required documents including the income certificate -  
Ramulamma, Kadiri
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2 Knowing the Provider 

While community facilitators may be well tuned to community needs and aspirations, 
knowing the attributes of the providers of a scheme will also help them to liason better and 
create community-provider interface. 

Take any scheme

Ask the facilitators to list out the providers at the village, block and district level

Ask them to mention their attributes – Strengths and Challenges

Ask them how will they engage with the strengths and challenges which they have 
identified?

To enable them to learn about it, do a small exercise on the following lines:

3

What do we do after the information is provided and the beneficiary 
is fully informed?

We need to facilitate the process of enabling the beneficiary to apply for the scheme. This 
means that the community facilitator needs to be well versed in the task of filling out the 
application form, getting the required supportive documents like identity proof, address 
proof, residence proof etc. and finally submitting the application to the concerned 
department. 

In between, the facilitator may also be required to address logjams. How to get the supportive 
documents if the user has no documents? How to approach and whom to approach in such 
situations?

Group Work: 

Divide the participants into groups and ask them to list out the steps they would undertake 
to make the beneficiary apply for scheme.

The participants are expected to mention the following: 

Where to get an application form

How to fill the application

What are the documents need to attached

What would be the step to be taken to get the supported documents and where

How and where to submit the applications to concerned departments
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Do Role Play/Skit to Demonstrate the Process: 

Discuss the following with the participants: 

Explanation

Vanajamma, a PLHIV and a single woman, lives in Kadiri. She is in a very vulnerable situation,  
has no source of income and cannot meet her medical and food expenses. She comes to know 
about the ART pension and Widow Pension schemes. When she approaches the officials, they 
ask her to provide documents to prove that she is a divorcee/separated or produce the death 
certificate of her husband. She has none of these documents. Vanajamma meets Ramadevi, 
the Community Coordinator of the Single Window and seeks her help. They both go to the 
MPDO office and request him to consider her case. But the officer says that some or the other 
documentary proof is needed to prove that she is either a widow or a single woman.

What have you learnt from this situation?

Is the officer right in asking for all documents?

Put yourself in Vanajamma's situation and think what else could be done to apply for the 
Pension schemes?

What could be a much better way of approaching the officials?

 The officer is right in demanding valid documentary evidences that could prove Vanajamma's 
eligibility for the scheme. Remember that as community facilitators, while our main task is to 
enable the community to access schemes, we should not override any rule or norm of 
inclusion. All due diligence should be rightly exercised.  

In this situation, since Vanjamma has no documents, the following efforts can be taken:

1.  Approach the DLSA and seek a certificate of separation, divorce. The DLSA can also 
mediate and get her the death certificate of her husband

2.   Vanjamma's case may not be an isolated incident. Many in the community are likely to 
face similar situations if they seek to apply for schemes. So try to find a solution for the 
entire community. Organise a meeting with officials from the concerned department 
(in this case Revenue) and see how provisioning of documents can be facilitated without 
bending any rule or norm.

3.  If required, a convergence meeting with all concerned departments responsible for 
issuing the required documents can be held and consensually a solution can be worked 
out.  
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4 Tracking and Follow up on the Status of Application  

It is important to understand that post the submission of completed application, tracking the 
status of the application through a systematic follow up is necessary. 

This process of follow up and tracking the application also needs to be documented so as to 
understand the constraints and challenges in getting the benefits, any delay being caused and 
the reasons thereof.

Some of the bottlenecks that get identified during the follow up can be timely addressed 
through a direct meeting with the concerned official.

1.   What do they understand about follow up?

2.   Whom do we do the follow up with?

3.   How do we track the process and keep a continuous follow up? 

4.   Why do we actually do a follow up?

5.   What could be the better way in keeping a tracking system?

There are two levels of follow up: One to be done with the provider and one with the 
beneficiary.

1.   Status of application 

2.   Whether the application has moved or stuck due to some reason. 

3.    What could be done more to fast track the process and who would be the next level person 
to approach for sanctioning the application?

  

1.     To ensure the time taking for the sanction

2.  To ensure that the applicant would be available  at her given address or area if any 
verification process is involved, so that no delay should happen in  the process from the 
departments

Discuss the following with the participants:

After a few responses, explain:

With the provider, the follow up is about 

With the beneficiary, the follow up is done
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What happens if we do not undertake any follow up? 

Discuss with the participants: 

How does this help?

Let us see an example.

“Rani applied for a loan from the B.C. Corporation. The Community Coordinator (CC) of the 
Single Window helped Rani to fill and submit her application form. They furnished all the 
required documents. But Rani did not get any loan even after few months. She became 
impatient and lost hope. She approached the CC and asked about the status of her application. 
They both visited the bank and inquired. The bank officer said that the application was kept on 
hold for two reasons. One is that Rani was not available at the given address at the time of 
verification and secondly there is a recent change in the documentation norm and Rani is 
supposed to submit the missing document so that the bank can give a No Objection 
Certificate. Rani and the CC started the process as instructed by the banker.

1.     What do you observe in Rani's case? 
2.     What are the gaps you found in this case? How would you think you could address this issue 

if it were you?

Now, based on the responses build a common understanding that follow up and tracking of an 
application is very important. Also discuss on how to do the follow up

How to do track an application and systematize a follow up?

One needs to work out a MIS which will record every visitor/beneficiary and track her/his 
journey right from the stage of seeking information to the stage of the final delivery of the 
scheme benefit.

The MIS helps us to track the entire process – from seeking information as a potential 
beneficiary to applying as an informed seeker and finally availing the scheme as a rightful 
entitlement holder.

In Rani's case which we discussed above, she would have gotten the benefit if there was a 
proper and continuous follow up with both user and provider and the entire process would 
have been recorded in the form of MIS. It was delayed due to lack of follow up.
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Example of MIS to be created for the Community or Village Facilitation 
Centre or Single Window

The Village Facilitator or Community Coordinator meets the women beneficiaries in the 
field, hold discussion on issues and inform them of programmes/services or schemes. The 
women may also visit the Village Facilitation Centre for seeking similar information.

When the Facilitator meets the community, an identification number can be given to each 
community member.  This becomes her unique number through which all information 
about her and the status of her application can be tracked.

 At the first level, the MIS records all basic details of the community member which includes 
name, age, address and contact number, etc., along with her unique identity number. 

1

2

3

1.  If the beneficiary visits the Village Information Centre, the MIS should also reflect the 
Purpose of her visit.  What was the beneficiary seeking? Was she looking for any 
information on a scheme or a programme? Or was she intending to discuss any personal 
issue such as Domestic Violence she faced? The MIS can record all these details and also 
mention how the query got addressed.

2.  If an application for a scheme has been filled, the MIS should mention the name of the 
scheme applied for, the date of enrolment and where the application or the beneficiary 
was referred to. 
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Finally, the MIS also tracks the follow-up.  It records all activities post the submission of the 
application to the concerned department.  This information is updated regularly by the 
Facilitators and reviewed. 

After you explain and share a MIS prototype as shown above, do the following Group Work

Ask the participants to devise a simple MIS tool that they can use to track the follow up with 
the beneficiary and as well as the provider. Ask the participants to write or note down the 
key things that need to be understood or kept in mind while tracking the process. They can 
also build a list of key things that should be necessarily in the MIS.

Let the participants share their version of the MIS and draw a common format which could 
benefit all. 

Group Work
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Facilitating Grievance Redress 

Start the session with a discussion with the participants:

What would you do if you have not got the scheme benefit even after applying with all proper 
documents and you are also eligible to get the scheme benefit?

Based on the answers, build a common understanding that grievance is an important element 
in the entire process of social inclusion or main streaming. It helps in seeking answers, 
ensuring accountability and transparency and provides the community a platform to address 
the issue. 

Grievance Redress means that the provider comes face to face with the beneficiary and is 
legally bound to address grievances. This system is powerful and creates a legal platform to 
talk and discuss the issues with the providers. 

5



TAKING FORWARD THE LEARNINGS:

In order the take the learnings from this module forward:

Ask the Participants to draw an action plan  (individual or group wise) on how they would 
take the learning forward, how each of them would like to implement or follow the learning 
back in their districts/mandals/villages/organizations or SHGs

Take the feedback from each individual or group and conclude the training 
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Now discuss the following questions:

Share the following case study: 

Are you aware of any grievance redress mechanisms? Have you accessed any of it?

Do you agree such mechanisms work?

What grievance redress mechanisms can you create at any level? If so how can we bring it to 
shape?

What more can be done to create accountability from both users and providers? 

Using the above discussions, create a common understanding amongst the women that with a 
system like the Single Window, grievance redress would have more impact. 

Community women from Peddapuram, Tuni and Kakinada had applied for the Differential 
Rate of Interest Loans under MEMPA. However, despite of applying with all the necessary 
documents and going proper channels, the loans were not sanctioned. The reason was that the 
linkage banks had rejected the applications as the applicants were marginalized women who 
could not provide any security. 

Reading Materials 

Excerpts from report on “Launch of Campaign 'Know your Laws, Rights' and Public Hearing to 
reduce Violence against Marginal Women” 4th April, 2015, (Pages 2-10)

Excerpts from report on: “Enhancing Access to Legal Services, Social Schemes and 
Entitlements for Marginal Communities of East Godavari District”, (Pages 3-20)



Officials:

Time: 45 minutes

Representative from SERP on basic schemes in SERP SHG system for community:

Addressing violence agonist women 

Financial assistance for income generation activities through SHG and Bank linkage

Insurgence  

Scholarships to children  

Skill development to community and their children and employment opportunities

Representative from MEPMA on basic schemes in MEPMA SHG system for community:

Addressing violence agonist women 

Financial assistance for income generation activities through SHG and bank linkage

Insurgence 

Scholarships to children  

Skill development to community and their children and employment opportunities

Representative from SSA on basic schemes for community:

Support in readmission of children discontinued school

Residential education for vulnerable girls in KGBVs

Sets-up bridge schools in locations where there are more children out of school because 
of distance or any other reasons

Stops child marriages  
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Annexure 

Profiles of Master Trainers

Ms. K. Obulamma, President, Pratibha Mythri Mahila Sangham (PMMS), Kadiri

Ms. Leela Shaik, 32, Community Coordinator, Ananthapur

 Leela, a resident of Kakkalapalli Village in Aantapur has been associated with the Jhansi 
Lakshmi CBO, Anantapur, since 2004. Initially, she worked as a Peer Educator during which 
she reached out to and educated her peers on HIV awareness, condom usage and health-
seeking behaviour. In 2006, she became a Board Member of the CBO and was elected as its 
Secretary. 

She has played a key role in motivating the community to attend health and legal camps in order to give 
them information on laws and healthcare services. She has also been successful in addressing burning 
issues like domestic and partner violence and is being seen as a community leader who walks the talk. 

“I am enabling my peers to enable themselves”  

“Our empowerment would not have been possible without the Single Window”

Thirty six year old Obulamma belongs to Ammadagur village, near Kadiri town. Prior to 
joining the Targeted Intervention (TI) NGO in 2007 she had worked variously as the 
member of an SHG and peer educator before becoming the President of the CBO 
Pratibha Mythri Mahila Sangham (PMMS), Kadiri, just two years ago.

She has the reputation of being a strong leader who maintains a warm and supportive relationship with 
her peers within Kadiri Mandal, has resolved problems relating to violence against women and children, 
identified vulnerable women in ten mandals of Kadiri and helped these women to join SHGs formed by 
the Society for Elimination of Rural Poverty (SERP). She has also established effective coordination with 
district and mandal officials, the officers of Legal Services Authority and the Police department.

Ananthapur:
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Ms. Anitha, Field Worker and Member, Ushodaya Mythri Mahila Sangham, Kalyanadurgam, 
Anantapur District

Anitha, 28 years, is a single mother and a community member from Kalyanadurgam. She 
was deserted at a very young age by her husband and is the only bread winner of the 
family. She currently works as a field worker in Ushodaya CBO. 

She has been associated with Ushodaya CBO since 2013 and has evolved from being a 
highly oppressed and vulnerable woman to a CBO representative with strong leadership 

qualities. She has been playing a major role in addressing various forms of violence and is the nodal point in 
Kalyanadurgam when any exclusion in terms of schemes and entitlements needs to be addressed. 

She has been part of most of the capacity building and training programmes organized by the Single 
Window and has been successful in sharing her learning with her peers. She has also been trained as a 
Village Social Auditor by SSAAT, Hyderabad and worked as a Village Social Auditor (VSA) in 
Kalyanadurgam and Brahmasamudram. Her expertise in addressing the issues of children has enhanced 
her reputation in Kalyanadurgam.

“Being a member of Ushodaya CBO has given me courage”

Ms. Shamshad, 39, Community Member, Sakthi Mythri Mahila Sangham, Dharmavaram, 
Ananthapur District  

Shamshad, who belongs to Dharmavram, used to work as a grassroots staff member in 
CRDS, an NGO that works for street children, prior to joining Sakthi CBO in 2013. She has 
been part of state and national level trainings, seminars and meetings on laws like the 
Domestic Violence Act 2005, Prevention of Sexual Harassment at the Workplace and 
POCSO. 
She works closely with the Mandal Legal Services Authority (MLSA) and the Police and has 

played a vital role in addressing cases of violence. Her expertise in the area of law and implementing them 
in addressing community crises has enabled her to work with the community at the ground level. She also 
facilitates her peers to access social entitlements like loans, ration cards, pensions and education for their 
children. 

“Without a system like Single Window, we would not have reached this level of empowerment.”
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Ms. Mahalaksmi, 30, Executive Committee Member, Pragathi Mythri Mahila Sangam and 
Community Coordinator, Single Window, Guntakal, Anantapur

A strong and versatile leader, Ms. Mahalakshmi, from Gooty Mandal, of Guntakal 
Division of Ananthapur District has been a member of the Pragathi Mythri Mahila 
Sangham CBO since 2006. After working as a Peer Educator for the T.I in Guntakal, 
she became the president of the CBO in 2008 and also served as the Secretary from 
2009 to 2014.  Presently, she is an Executive Committee Member of the CBO and is 
also a Community Coordinator with the Single Window.

She has received training as a “Village Social Auditor (VSA)”, from the Society for Social Audit, Accounts 
and Transparency (SSAAT) and has audited central schemes like Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and Livelihood 
Groups in Ananthapur district. 

“The Single Window is a platform for community mobilization, social security and legal protection”

Ms. Shanthi, 32, Community Coordinator, Ushodaya Mythri Mahila Shangam CBO, Kalyanadurgam, 
Ananthapur

Shanthi, from Kalyanadurgam Mandal of Anantapur District, has been an active member of 
Ushodaya Mythri Mahila Sangham since 2006. She was also the Secretary of the 
organization from 2008 to 2014. 

As Community Coordinator (CC), she has considerable experience in dealing with crises and 
has addressed and resolved more than 70 cases of partner violence, client violence and 

domestic violence, with support from the CBO, Mandal Legal Services Authority (MLSA) and Women and 
Child Development Department (DWCD). She is also a member of the Social Audit team after she received 
training as a Village Social Auditor (VSA) by SSAAT, Hyderabad and more recently, in September 2016, 
was trained as a Para Legal Volunteer (PLV) by the Mandal Legal Services Authority, Kalyanadurgam.

She has formed four SHG groups with 60 community members and has been motiv ating members to 
open bank accounts. She has also linked the groups to activities that resulted in four members getting 
jobs in rural areas, four others to train as VSAs and work in their respective mandals and another four 
members to get Backward Class/ Schedule Caste Corporation loans.

“The Single Window is just not an office or a desk. It is a structure for bringing programmatic change 
and development and acts as a bridge between the administration and the community.”
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Ms. Jamini, Member, Pragathi Mythri Mahila Sangham, Guntakal

Jamini, 38, a single mother who belongs to Guntakal town, has been living with HIV since 2006. She has 
a son who is also living with HIV and a daughter who is studying in college. Jamini was thrown out by her 
family after they learnt that she was HIV positive and at one point of time, she wanted to end her life 
because she had no source of income and was finding it difficult to even feed her children. 

In 2007, she joined the Targeted Intervention (TI) NGO as a peer educator and her life underwent a sea 
change. The TI helped her to access ART medicines from the government hospital, avail benefits like 
livelihood loans, ART Pension, Ration Card and Aadhar Card through the Single Window and motivated 
her to live a healthy life. By 2008, her confidence in herself had grown and she became a Board Member 
of the CBO.

Ms. Meda Nagajyothi, 50, President, Sakthi Mythri Mahila Sangham CBO, Dharmavaram.

Nagajyothi, from Hindupur town of Ananthapur district, started working as a Peer Educator for the T.I 
in Dharmavram in 2006. Since then she has emerged as a strong leader with a proven ability to 
motivate her peers. She has also worked with the Single Window as Community Coordinator between 
August 2014 and July 2016 and is presently the president of the CBO.

Trained as a Village Social Auditor (VSA) by the Society for Social Audit, Accounts and Transparency 
(SSAAT), she has visited many taluks of Ananthapur district and audited five Central schemes including 
Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and Livelihood Loans. She has also been monitoring the accessing of 
schemes by community members, identifying the gaps and reporting it to SSAAT.

She, along with other members of the groups in Dharmavaram mandal are also providing catering 
services as part of an effort to provide financial sustainability to vulnerable women. 

Ms. Ramadevi, 53, Community Coordinator, Pratibha Mythri Mahila Sangham, Kadiri

Ramadevi, a resident of Erradoddi village, in Kadirimandal, has been associated with Pratibha CBO 
since 2013. In October 2014, she started working as a Community Coordinator at the Single Window 
with a focus on rights based activism. This has enabled her to mobilize the community, reach out to 
them, provide scheme education and ensure that the necessary due diligence is completed so that the 
sanction of schemes is ensured.

More importantly, she coordinates effectively with the departments, which has helped in following up 
the applications and with the Police and the Mandal Legal Services Authority to address cases of 
violence and crises that the sex workers in Kadirimandal have been facing. 

“The support from the departments raised our hopes”

“The impact the Single Window has on the departments, bankers and the community is very 
valuable”

“The Single Window has brought all the departments on one platform and we also find that stigma and 
discrimination has come down to zero”
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Also significant is the role she has played in identifying vulnerable women under SERP's Vulnerable 
Women Mandal Network (VWMN). She has worked rigorously in all the four mandals of Kadiri, which are 
covered under the SERP programme and helped a large number of community members to form SHGs, 
avail ration under food security and to get petty loans for alternate livelihoods.

Ms. D. Veeramma, 45, Vice –President, Pratibha Mythri Mahila Sangham, Kadiri 

Veeramma, from Kummaravandlapalli village, Kadiri Mandal, has been part of the CBO since its inception 
in 2005. Over the years she has become a strong leader and is presently the Vice President of the CBO.
As a member of the Crisis Management Committee of the CBO she has trained on various laws and rights 
and helped almost sixty (60) community members in addressing violence and crisis cases. She has also 
played a major role in preventing immoral human trafficking of young girls and  in supporting sexually 
abused women.

She has also been involved in identifying vulnerable women in ten mandals of Kadiri and helped the 
women to join SHGs of SERP. Kummaravandlapalli is one of the pilot villages of SERP's Vulnerable Women 
Mandal Network (VWMN). 

“Today, we have a system that we have developed and implemented with the support of the 
Government and technical support from CFAR. This is enabling us to help and support our peers and 
other vulnerable women”.
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Ms. Vijaya Kumari, 28, Udayarekha Mahila sangham, Tuni, East Godavari

Vijaya Kumari, from Tuni town of East Godavari district, has been part of the TI of the SACS 
program and also the CBO for more than 6 years now. She has been part of the Social Audit 
conducted in East Godavari on Social Security Schemes and Entitlements which has been 
the first of its kind conducted by the community members for their peers prior to the 
inception of the Single Window initiative.

She is PLHIV and has always been a strong leader in addressing the crisis and supporting her 
peers. She has played an active role in helping the PLHIV and the CBO members in the area of nutrition, 
addressing crisis, providing social entitlements like Pension, Aaadhar, Livelihood loans etc.

“The Single Window has created a platform for us to address the issues that our women face in 
accessing social entitlements. We have been empowered through this initiative and today we are 
capable of even addressing any violence or discrimination against women.”

East Godavari:
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Ms. N. Rajeswari, 30, Udayarekha Mahila sangham, Tuni, East Godavari

 

Rajeswari, is an active member of the Udaya Rekha CBO for more than 5 years. She has been 
addressing the issue of violence against women. She is one of the first batch of women 
trained by the DLSA, East Godavari on various laws and also the one of the first set of Para 
legal Volunteers (PLVs) from the marginalized women who got trained by the DLSA.

After the training, she started visiting other CBOs in Andhra Pradesh and has in turn trained more than 50 
women on various laws and rights which helped women in addressing violence, stigma and 
discrimination. Today, she successfully addresses problems of women in distress.  

Ms. Nooka Rathnam, Udayarekha Mahila Sangham, Tuni, East Godavari

Rathnam has been an active part of the CBO since 2010. She has also been working as 
Community Coordinator (CC) for the Single Window since its inception.  She has been 
working on the social inclusion of the marginalized women through accessing social 
entitlements.

She is a strong community leader and played a major role in bringing all departments together and 
creating convergence at the Single Window.  Through this, she has been supporting her peers to access 
schemes like ICDS, DRI loans (06), Ration and Aadhar cards. 

“I have grown up as a leader addressing issues of our women, which I say is  empowerment. It would 
not have been possible without the CBO.”

“The Single Window has helped the community to address many issues. It has helped women to 
understand that accessing social protection schemes is as a right. The Single Window has brought a 
wide change in the mind-set of officials and made them understand the issues of marginalized 
women.”

Ms. Duvva Sai, WISE, Peddapuram, East Godavari

Sai, Community Coordinator (CC) from WISE CBO has been part of the Single Window since 
its inception and also part of the CBO since 2011. She has been trained as a Para Legal 
Volunteer (PLV) by MLSA, Peddapuram. Since then, she has been working very closely with 
MLSA in addressing many issues pertaining to violence against her peers and other women. 
She has addressed 45 cases related to domestic violence, sexual abuse and children. She has 

played a major role in getting DRI loans sanctioned for 19 community women. She has recently been 
recognized by MLSA as a regular PLV and also received appreciation from the MLSA.

“Single Window has played a major role in making the DLSA, Rajahmudry a nodal point and helped us 
in converging the departments.”
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